
Human Rights Body Gives
Evidence of Mexican Army Mass
Killings

Mexico City, July 3 (teleSUR-RHC)-- A Mexican human rights organization published documents on
Thursday revealing that high-ranking officers within the Mexican army gave explicit orders to kill alleged
criminals last year.

The Prodh human rights center revealed a document allegedly from the National Defense Secretary
showing that "soldiers should operate on a mass scale at night and reduce daytime activities, with the aim
of killing criminals at night."

According to the human rights group, this is proof that soldiers who killed 15 people after they had already
surrendered, were following direct orders. The killings occurred in a military operation against an alleged
group of armed civilians in the village of Cuadrilla Nueva, Tlataya, located in the State of Mexico. Three
women survived the incident and subsequently suffered various human rights abuses, including arbitrary
detention and torture, according to the UN.

The National Human Rights Commission of Mexico, which classified the killings as a case of serious
human rights violations, established that 15 people were killed by soldiers after they had already



surrendered.

The new evidence is part of a larger human rights report largely based on the testimony of one survivor,
Clara Gomez, whose 15-year-old daughter was killed in the shooting. Gomez spoke publicly for the first
time on Thursday, saying "I want justice to be done, justice for what they did to my daughter. God will not
forgive them."

The human rights advocates hope this new evidence will generate an in-depth debate about the use of
lethal force by corporations and security forces as well as an investigation into the army.

While six soldiers and one officer currently await trial, the United Nation has urged Mexican authorities
earlier this week they must continue their inquiries into the killings.

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/internacionales/61277-human-rights-body-gives-evidence-of-mexican-
army-mass-killings
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